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FRONT COVER IMAGE: Byfleet group en route to school for the GHS Walk and Wildlife Day

And we emerged from hibernation strong and healthy. We started slowly, as though absorbing the warmth of the sun; we began 
to walk and then we began to run, and this last week of term has been a joyous sprint. We are back. 

 The laughter and chatter of GHS could be heard for miles around as we walked into school from Byfleet, Ripley, Puttenham, 
Cranleigh, Newlands Corner and Godalming. We learnt about local geography, history and wildlife and as we walked into our 
school there was a fantastic sense of achievement. The exhilaration amongst the entire community was almost tangible, Walk 
& Wildlife Day is here to stay as an annual event! 

 The Upper Sixth Prizegiving saw the return of live music and it was with enormous pleasure that I listened to Nicola and Jessica 
perform Après un rêve (After a Dream) by Gabriel Fauré with the String Orchestra. 

 Live theatre returned too and the Lower Sixth and the Upper Sixth each put on an outstanding production in the Main Hall.  
The pleasure of being back in a theatre environment and the poignant realisation of what we have been missing was almost 
overwhelming.  

 I thoroughly enjoyed hosting all the Form Leaders year group by year group at wonderful lunches in our marquee. 

Cricket has really taken off this season with numerous successes at county level. Our summer sports programme has been busy and the clubs have been packed out.  To 
round off the sporting year we were able to hold a special Sports Awards Dinner for the Upper Sixth to celebrate their achievements with Olympic Bobsledder Greg 
Clackett as a guest speaker. 

During this year we have won a variety of national awards. At the start of the school year we were awarded The Sunday Times South East Independent School of the 
Decade. In the last couple of months we were awarded the Best Value Private School in the South of England by The Telegraph. For the eighth year in a row we have 
been awarded the Top Girls School for Sport by School Sport Magazine, based on a number of national titles won. We are ranked third school in the country in the 
overall tables of all schools, not just girls. The GHS Junior School was awarded Best for Academic Results by The Week magazine. And for the first time this year, we 
came top all girls school for cricket by the Cricketer Magazine. 

I would like to thank all our pupils and staff for their support and positivity this year. This has been tough and we have had to dig deep but I am so proud of this 
outstanding community. I hope you all have a wonderful summer. 

Mrs Fiona Boulton

WELCOME FROM THE HEADMISTRESS
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GHS PROMOTES ACTIVE TRAVEL FOR A CLEANER, GREENER SURREY

At GHS this year a Sustainable Travel Group was formed with the aim of raising awareness of, and starting conversations about, our place in the wider transport context; 
GHS’s efforts in both the Senior and Junior School have led to us going forward for a national travel award, Modeshift STARS. We are delighted to have gained Bronze 
level through our actions this year and are part way to achieving a Silver Award, hoping to achieve two main aims in the next year to complete this: decrease car travel 
by 10% and raise awareness of the benefits of active and sustainable travel. 

This year Junior School have celebrated Walk to School Week in May with walking buses from the Spectrum Leisure Centre and Burchett’s Farm, a week of themed 
assemblies, lessons featuring sustainable travel superheroes amongst other fun activities. This summer, new scooter and bike storage will be added in the Junior School 
playground. In the Senior School we have relaunched our train buddy system for Year 7, introduced a walking buddy system and published train discounts to new pupils. 
We have worked with Surrey County Council and the charity Living Streets to make a Pindar map showing walking times to school, park and stride zones, plus public 
transport options. We have also established links with neighbouring schools on transport matters. Awareness raising events such as Clean Air Day in October and Active 
Travel Days in this spring and summer meant 141 pupils tried out another more sustainable and healthy form of getting to school. A new wider pedestrian route now 
separates pupils from the car drop off zone. Year 9 have analysed travel data from pupil surveys showing that car use had increased due to Covid-19 but is now declining 
again to 49% of all journeys. We hope to see a return to the train being the main mode of transport in Senior School, offering independence, a chance to meet friends, 
a reduction in air pollution locally and globally. We are also pleased to see the growth in park and stride amongst pupils who complete the last 5-10 minutes of their 
journey on foot, reducing school gate congestion and delays for local residents and businesses. 

Mrs Boulton launched a whole school walking challenge which led to the creation of a new ‘Walk and Wildlife Day’ in July when staff and pupils were challenged to 
walk from home to school. In total GHS walked 2564 miles (4125km), which would be the equivalent of the distance between Guildford and Senegal, Kazakhstan, 
Sudan or Newfoundland. Pupils used a QR code to link to a specially created plant list to help them appreciate the local environment. There was a wildlife photography 
competition based on wildlife and being with friends outdoors. 

Our Green Prefects Livy and Camryn have worked together with Mrs Boulton, Mrs Howitt, Mrs Hughes, Dr Lockett, Mrs Moffat as well as the wider staff and pupil 
network and have been phenomenal in raising awareness, advertising and running events. With the guidance of Miss Hanlon they have renewed the Green Flag Award 
that GHS holds. They should be incredibly proud of what has been achieved. I hope they take their achievements and inspiration forward, inspiring others and getting 
involved, making a positive difference for local neighbourhoods and the wider planet.

We hope we have encouraged members of the GHS community to reflect on and reconsider their own personal environmental habits in the area of travel. It certainly 
is a complex issue and while we appreciate this we hope to lean from the pause that lockdown brought and consider how we can make more good journeys, ones that 
delight, bring joy, generate endorphins, connect with local areas and are healthy for ourselves and the wider community. 

Mrs Sharon Howitt

Walking to GHS from Byfleet 

Walking to GHS from Send



Walking to GHS from Puttenham
Walking to GHS from Newlands Corner 

Walking to GHS from BramleyWalking to GHS from Shalford Walking to GHS from Cranleigh

Walking to GHS from Guildford

Walking to GHS from Godalming
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REPORT FROM THE SIXTH FORM GREEN TEAM
The Green Team have had a tree-mendous year! Led by Camryn, Livy and Miss Hanlon, we have been kept extremely 
busy improving the eco credentials of the school with the assistance from a range of pupils across the Senior School. The 
first ever virtual Green Team blossomed on Teams as it was a great space to share ideas and weekly updates. We were 
also able to branch out and organise calls with specific year groups to listen to their suggestions. Another adaption that 
was made due to the pandemic was the creation of the Green Team website. Blogs, such as ‘Sustainable Flight: future 
or fiction’ and ‘5 fun ways to help the environment from home’, were written by Green Team members and shared, as 
well as school energy consumption and Green Flag renewal information. Our main focus this year was the Green Flag 
renewal. The Eco Schools Green Flag is an internationally recognised award for excellence in environmental action and 
learning. Energy, waste, water, litter and marine were the five key topics that we deemed most important and decided 
to focus on for the renewal. We implemented many new measures such as all school printers using recycled paper, all 
hand sanitiser containers in school were recycled soap bottles and fitting new environmentally friendly appliances when 
needed. Another scheme that everyone was a big fan of was the new crisp packet recycling. Boxes for empty crisp packets 
were dotted around school and emptied regularly as part of the Terracycle initiative - really helping decrease our amount 
of waste in school. We are also pleased to hear that all United Learning schools have switched to a new electricity supplier 
that supplies 100% renewable energy! After looking through our action plan, environmental review and eco code, the 
organisation renewed our Green Flag and it will continue to fly on the Headmistress’ Lawn. 

We also had a lot of fun teaming up with the Charity Senior Prefects this year. Two large charity events were organised 
in the Trinity Term to raise money for marine and animal charities. The Pet Show was held virtually on Showbie with 
pupils and teachers entering their pets. We loved seeing everyone’s pets entered into a range of categories such as: best 
dressed, coolest trick and golden oldies! The winning pets had some time in the spotlight as a video was sent to the whole 
Senior School to enjoy. The money raised was donated to Surfers Against Sewage and Whale and Dolphin Conservation. 
We also organised an animal mufti, transforming GHS into a zoo. In true GHS style, the four of us who planned the 
mufti donned our crazy animal costumes to help everyone get into the animal spirit. The money raised from the mufti 
was donated to animal charities.

Thanks to everyone who got involved this year and Livy and I cannot wait to see how GHS will continue to become even 
more Green!

Camryn, Green Team Senior Prefect

Walk & Wildlife Day photo competition: winning entries for best landscape, best animal, best plant and best group categories
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GHS MUSICIANS PEFORM AT PRIZEGIVING 
AND COMMEMORATION SERVICE
The Year 12 and 13 Choirs combined to sing at the Upper Sixth Prizegiving – 
this was the first time we were able to merge two year group choirs since March 
2020. The performance, a 4-part SSAA arrangement of A Nightingale Sang 
in Berkeley Square, was recorded a few hours beforehand in the Senior Hall 
so that the singers could space out and keep 2m apart, but it was wonderful 
to be able to merge the singers from the top two year groups and they sang 
fantastically well. The recording was played on the screen to the Upper Sixth 
in the 2016 Hall as part of Prizegiving and the whole ceremony was live-
streamed to Upper Sixth parents. The Covid-19 rules for string players are 
less stringent so we were also able to create a combined Lower and Upper 
Sixth string ensemble (plus one flute, although 2m apart!) which was able to 
play live at the Upper Sixth Prizegiving. The chosen piece, an arrangement 
of Après un rêve by Fauré, allowed the two pupils who had missed out on 
this year’s solo concerto opportunities - with orchestra - to play solo roles 
within the larger Sixth Form ensemble. Congratulations to Jessica (flute) and 
Nicola (cello), but also to every Lower and Upper Sixth instrumentalist for a 
stunning performance. 

The GHS Commemoration Service is is the very last event of the school year 
and always takes place at Holy Trinity Church. We were delighted to be able 
to merge the upper year group choirs for this to lead the singing, keeping 
a 2m distance between each person for the two services. The choir made a 
superb sound and it was a most uplifting end to term.    

Very best wishes to every Upper Sixth musician: you have been a superb year 
group of musicians and we will miss you next year, but do keep in touch. 
Keep playing and singing next year!  

Mr Grayson Jones

PUPILS RECORD GREEN LOVE  FOR 
UNITED LEARNING MUSIC PROJECT
This term, over 60 primary and secondary schools across United 
Learning have taken part in a special music and performing arts project 
to raise awareness about climate change. Delivered in partnership 
with The Voices Foundation and Beat Goes On, Green Love has been 
an ambitious and exciting project, designed to develop musical talent 
and encourage young people to think more about how we can protect 
the environment. As part of this artistic initiative, pupils across the 
country have been learning six original songs (two for Junior schools, 
two for Senior pupils, and two for all ages) composed by celebrated 
musicians Alexander L’Estrange and Joanna Forbes L’Estrange. The 
songs focus on climate change as a central theme and are set to catchy 
rhythms. 

Professional backing tracks were provided (keyboard, guitar, 
bass, drum kit) so that when we recorded the songs with the year 
group choirs the singers were able to listen to the backing through 
headphones, allowing the voices alone to be recorded. The audio 
and video recordings have been sent to United Learning and will be 
professionally mixed and edited with other schools and academies to 
create an exciting Green Love film. This is set to premiere during a 
virtual event in the Autumn. Catherine Barker, Head of Music and 
Performing Arts at United Learning (and ex-GHS Music Scholar), 
said: “It is fantastic to see so many of our schools engaging with Green 
Love and already immersing themselves in rehearsals. It was important 
to us that we continued to deliver this year’s music and performing 
arts project, even if it meant doing so virtually. Not only is Green Love 
giving our young people the chance to develop new skills and unleash 
their creativity, but it is also enabling them to lend their voices to 
issues of global importance.”

Mr Grayson Jones
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LOWER SIXTH PRODUCTION: ‘EVERYMAN’

At the start of this term, the Lower Sixth Drama class 
began rehearsals for our production – ‘Everyman’. 
A medieval play, adapted by Splendid Productions, 
which follows Everyman as he embarks on his journey 
to death, meeting important parts of his life along the 
way. The play is a fast-paced comedy which explores 
what it means to be human and all its complexities. 
This made it the perfect play to perform after a year of 
difficulties for many, due to its uplifting yet thought 
provoking nature. We wanted to acknowledge the 
dedication of the NHS workers over the last 18 months, 
thus we performed wearing scrubs and rainbow socks, 
aiming to leave the audience with a sense of hope and 
gratitude as we emerge from the pandemic. 

Upon receiving our scripts, we were a little perplexed 
by the non-naturalistic style and somewhat zany 
uniqueness of the play, however, once rehearsals were 
in full swing, we quickly embraced the ‘organised 
chaos’ and fun of the production. The rehearsal 
period was intense, due to the energetic, ensemble 
style of the piece, although this ultimately paid off in 
an engaging performance that received many laughs 
from the audience. Whilst Covid-19 has stopped us 
performing in Edinburgh this year, we are all excited 
to resurrect and develop the production next year to 
perform at the Fringe Festival 2022. Our class became 
a theatre company and the experience has energised 
and educated us ready for our final year at GHS.  

Amelia and Lauren, Lower Sixth

UPPER SIXTH PRODUCTION: ‘THE ORESTEIA’

We all know first hand what a difficult year this has been in so many ways, but it is impossible to overstate the excitement of returning to the stage after eighteen months 
of virtual Drama lessons and monologues performed in our bedrooms. For our class, the joy was mixed with poignancy, as this marked our last performance together 
after seven years of plays at Guildford High School. Our last senior play was shut down days before opening night because of the first lockdown in March 2020, and 
since then we have watched plays, the musical and the Edinburgh Fringe Trip be postponed until after we have left. Even during the rehearsal process for ‘The Oresteia’, 
we were unsure if the entire cast would be able to perform due to self-isolating situations! Suffice to say, we all felt surprised and relieved when the lights came up on 
opening night. Although it was not the performance space we had envisaged (we were due to perform in the Drama Hall but social distancing prevented this), the Main 
Hall was where we started our theatrical journey together seven years ago, with plays like ‘Little Women’ and ‘Julius Caesar’, and thus it felt right to perform to our 
‘bubbled’ crowd in that same venue. And despite the tragedy of the plot, Splendid’s brilliantly ironic and comedic adaptation of ‘The Orestaia’ felt like the right play 
to end on, with its feminist slant driving home the values we have learned over our time at GHS. The whole four week rehearsal process was such fun, and we are all 
incredibly grateful to Ms Fenton and Miss Whiteman for helping us to graduate on a high note! In fact, the whole experience was, to aptly quote the final words of the 
production, “Wonderful! Lovely! Fine! Nice!”

Mia, Upper Sixth
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GCSE & A LEVEL ART

This has been another year of challenges and our Art 
pupils have risen creatively to each and every one of 
them, producing work that has been emotionally and 
visually sensitive. 

Working at home during the dark winter months, they 
made the very best of limited resources, being inventive 
with tools and materials to ensure they progressed with 
their portfolios. 

On returning to school they were able to spread their 
wings once more and embrace the joy of being back in 
the art studios. They were inspired by many elements 
from the pandemic, their work often reflecting the 
many conflicting emotions that have arisen with a 
second lockdown. 

All external moderation and exhibitions have been 
cancelled for another year, so we will be hosting our 
second online gallery in September to ensure all of our 
artists have the space they deserve to showcase their 
beautiful work. 

We are so proud of each pupil’s artistic talents, they 
have each been on their own creative journey and we 
applaud all of them for completing their GCSE and A 
Level Art qualifications in another turbulent year. 

Mrs Sue Kew

GCSE SHOWCASE A LEVEL SHOWCASE
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GCSE & A LEVEL FASHION AND TEXTILES SHOWCASE

As another academic year draws to a close, it has 
been a pleasure to reflect on the impressive range of 
outcomes from our Year 11 and Upper Sixth Fashion 
and Textiles pupils. Arriving in September fresh faced 
and ready to delve into a variety of design contexts, 
we made the most of the first term by fabric testing in 
the science labs, and putting together initial research 
pages. As we were unable to conduct primary research 
in the traditional sense, it meant that Year 11 had to 
think carefully about how to make the most of virtual 
museums and exhibitions! This year has not been short 
of its challenges and, as we were plummeted into yet 
another lockdown, our studio sat patiently waiting 
our return. Fuelled by cups of tea and LINKEE trivia, 
our GCSE and A Level pupils powered on with their 
portfolios, producing a range of innovative designs 
from their homes. 

In March we were back in the new and improved 
Fashion and Textiles studio and it was a delight to 
hear the buzz of the sewing machines once again! Our 
GCSE pupils realised their design ideas through the 
medium of fabric manipulation and experimentation. 
They also refined their digital fashion illustration 
skills, producing some outstanding final designs. Our 
A Level students progressed with their final garments 
producing outfits of an exceptional standard. We are 
so appreciative of their accomplishments this year and 
they should be extremely proud of what they have 
achieved.  

Mrs Lucy Forse

GCSE & A LEVEL DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE

Despite the many challenges of the past year, 
we continued to be well-connected and once 
again our creative and talented GCSE and 
A Level Design and Technology pupils have 
proved themselves dedicated and driven to 
create highly innovative outcomes. We are 
proud of the skills both year groups have 
developed, including problem solving and 
resilience which will hold them in good stead 
moving forward.  
 
For our A Level students, understanding the 
needs for localised considerations, rather 
than imposing an assumed solution was an 
impressive trait this cohort could debate and 
research together; they remained proactive 
and in high spirits despite being outside of the 
workshop with limitations on manufacturing. 
Creativity flourished in an innovative way and 
the outcomes have been fabulous with the user 
being central to the product development. 
 
A Level products include: designing an 
immersive theatre space for young children 
in a nursery, stylish storage solutions to aid 
wellbeing, re-designing a student’s living 
area at university to maximise space and 
finally developing skills in young children 
outside of the classroom through the use of a 
multifunctional storage solution.   
 
Mr Chris McGhee and Mrs Jenni Wilkinson 
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After a year spent in and out of lockdown, on and off 
Teams, and separated into bubbles, this year’s Upper 
Sixth Prizegiving was a truly special day. In keeping with 
tradition, the year group kick-started their final official 
day in school by placing their Microsoft Teams-themed 
ceiling tile in the Common Room, before enjoying a 
champagne and cake reception in the Harper Garden. 
The Prizegiving ceremony itself followed and we were 
treated to the magnificent sight of an entire year group 
seated (albeit socially-distanced) in the Main Hall 
together for the first time in nearly 16 months. It was 
a fitting way for the Upper Sixth to finish their time at 
the school – together with each other and celebrating 
all that they have achieved. Mrs Boulton reflected in 
her speech on how the year group – her “Teams year 
group” – have faced the challenges and uncertainties of 
their time in Sixth Form as a team, overcoming adversity 
with good humour, focus and a sense of strength in 
community. They have come through the last two years 
in high spirits, and it is a testament to the students that 
they have packed their time in Sixth Form full of positive 
and enriching experiences, making the most of what has 
undoubtedly been a challenging time. Time and time 
again we have been overwhelmed by the good humour 
and friendliness within the Upper Sixth community 
and the sense of purpose and positivity that has never 
deserted this year’s leavers. At the end of Prizegiving, 
there was a palpable feeling of excitement about what 
the future holds; we wish the Upper Sixth the very best 
as they take their next steps.  

Mr Dan Martin and Ms Katrina Sloan

GHS BIDS FAREWELL TO UPPER SIXTH WITH RECEPTION AND PRIZEGIVING CEREMONY
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ENRICHMENT THIS TERM: HOUSE BAKING, ENTREPRENEURSHIP DAYS, TEAM BUILDING, 
SUMMER SHOWCASE AND DUKE OF EDINBURGH
It has been a delight to see so many enrichment activities happening this 
term. Our first post-lockdown DofE event was successfully held right at 
the start of the Easter holidays just as the Rule of Six kicked in. Eighteen 
members of the Lower Sixth enjoyed five days of Gold DofE expedition 
activities including training at school and a walking expedition in Surrey 
following the ‘DofE With A Difference’ Covid-19 friendly guidance. 
Twenty two degrees of full sunshine was enjoyed on Blackheath during an 
intense training session. They then took in a long stomp from Frensham 
Little Pond to Puttenham Common, and a more technical circuit from 
Peaslake up Leith Hill. Everyone agreed it was brilliant to be out and 
about again! 

The Food & Nutrition department have enjoyed cooking up a storm with 
pupils this term with delicious aromas of Bolognaise, calzone, enchiladas, 
Chow Mein and iced gingerbread wafting down the science corridor. The 
House cooking was particularly impressive with entries for the Outer 
Space, Under the Sea and Tropical Rain Forest cupcake competition 
reaching new heights! 

Towards the end of term our Year 7 enjoyed entrepreneurship days with 
8billion Ideas and Years 8 and 9 worked their way through various team 
building activities. 

To end the term, our Lower Sixth led and organised the Summer Showcase, 
a celebration of talent at GHS that we have not had the opportunity 
to see over the past year. Acts included performing dogs, contortion, 
singing, music and lots of dancing. It was a wonderful evening of live 
entertainment and funds raised through ticket sales and the raffle have 
been donated to the Alice Ramsey Trust.  

Mr Will Saunders

HIGHLIGHTS FROM ASPIRE LESSONS THIS TERM FOR 
PUPILS ACROSS GHS
It has been wonderful to be able to welcome speakers back into school this term. Highlights have 
included a self defence workshop for Year 11 as part of their ASPIRE day, and Year 9 had a follow 
up to their lockdown first aid lessons from Adventure Lifesigns in which they were given the 
opportunity to practice CPR. We are incredibly lucky to work with fantastic organisations and 
speakers who share their expertise and continue to bring variety and great value to the ASPIRE 
curriculum. On Thursday 1 July, we welcomed the 11th Infantry Brigade from the British Army 
to run a leadership day with the Lower Sixth. The day informed students of what the Army do; 
their intention of which is to secure its reputation as a respected institution and teach their values 
of courage, discipline and respect to others. The day comprised of team building activities that 
encouraged communication, problem solving and the Army Leadership Code ‘Fail, Learn, Win’. It 
was great fun and a lovely way to end the academic year.

Mrs Amanda Whybro
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YEARS 7 AND 8 HAVE AN 
‘ANIMAZING’ TIME IN BIOLOGY
What a treat for the Year 7 and 8 pupils to join Steve 
and his entourage of creatures from the animal world. 
The pupils were captivated by the cane toad, thrilled 
with the tarantula and bowled over by the bearded 
dragon. Steve’s stories about how he learnt that stick 
insects have green blood and what not to feed your 
pet tortoise were very amusing. He also taught pupils 
how pythons kill their prey and about the behaviour 
of his beautiful barn owl. The best part of the session 
was when the pupils got the opportunity to hold and 
stroke the animals. The rabbit was ever so popular, 
the cockroach not so much – I cannot understand 
why! At the end, came the questions. My favourite 
being, “How can I persuade my mum to get a snake?”

Mrs Katherine Walker

On the 23 June, the Lower Sixth Biologists headed 
to Juniper Hall for a Biology field trip. Over the 
three days we carried out investigations including 
stratified sampling on the rocky shore, analysing 
species diversity, mammal trapping, woodlice choice 
chambers and our own planned experiment on the 
River Tillingbourne. We also performed statistical tests 
with our tutors Kayleigh and Sean. The trip was great 
fun (including Mr Burrows’ 06:00 fitness sessions!) 
and many thanks to Mrs Scott, Mrs Gilmore and Mr 
Burrows for accompanying us.

Azelie and Claudia

LOWER SIXTH BIOLOGY TRIP 
TO JUNIPER HALL

Before May Half Term, Year 10 pupils took part in the 
UK Biology Challenge. The questions were based on 
topics covered in class, knowledge from reading books 
and magazines, watching natural history programmes, 
awareness of our natural flora and fauna, and taking 
notice of the media for items of biological interest. 
Our pupils performed exceptionally well and were 
awarded 16 Commended, 24 Highly Commended, 37 
Bronze, 24 Silver and four Gold Awards. I would like 
to give a special mention to Anita who achieved the 
highest score in the year group - an outstanding 92%. 

Mrs Stephanie Ginger 

TOP RESULTS FROM YEAR 10 IN 
UK BIOLOGY CHALLENGE

Students from Lower Sixth recently took part in 
the Intermediate Biology Olympiad. The questions 
were based on their biological intuition, logic and 
imagination. They were expected to apply basic 
principles with which they were familiar, to new 
topics, as well as being asked questions about cutting 
edge and topical biology. GHS students performed 
exceptionally well and were awarded five Commended, 
nine Highly Commended, eight Bronze, three Silver 
and three Gold Awards. I would like to give a special 
mention to Claudia who achieved the highest score in 
the year group. 

Mrs Stephanie Ginger

AWARDS IN THE INTERMEDIATE 
BIOLOGY OLYMPIAD
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Earlier this term, Year 11 and the Lower Sixth took part 
in the Intermediate and Senior Physics Challenges. The 
questions are designed to test pupils’ understanding of 
Physics as well as their problem-solving ability. It was 
another impressive performance by GHS pupils, they 
were awarded six Bronze, 11 Silver and seven Gold 
Awards across both competitions. I would like to give 
a special mention to Beitiris and Ailsa who achieved 
the highest score in their year.

Mr Nick Harries

IMPRESSIVE PERFORMANCE
AT PHYSICS OLYMPIADS

Eight Upper Sixth chemists took part in the 
Chemistry Olympiad this year. This challenging 
two-hour paper encouraged pupils to stretch their 
chemical understanding and apply it in a variety of 
contexts. We are delighted that all received certificates. 
Gold was awarded to Lucy, and Annabel; Silver to 
Katharine, Connie and Laila-Marie; Bronze to Issy, 
Camryn and Aylar.This an outstanding achievement 
for all involved, congratulations!

Mr Will Hack

GOLD, SILVER AND BRONZE 
AT CHEMISTRY OLYMPIAD

In late June, nineteen eager Lower Sixth Chemists 
took part in the Cambridge Chemistry Challenge 
competition. This demanding ninety-minute paper 
required pupils to apply their chemical understanding 
far outside the A-Level syllabus, and everyone who 
took part should be proud of their readiness to take 
on a challenge! We are delighted that the following 
pupils received certificates: Silver - Hope, Issy, Neena, 
Charlotte, Beitiris and Claudia; Copper - Ayushi, 
Keya, Amelia, Jasmine, Emma, Kate, Anousha and 
Charlotte.

Mr Will Hack

CAMBRIDGE CHEMISTRY 
CHALLENGE COMPETITION

This term our Year 7 and 8 Mathematicians took 
part in the Junior Mathematics Challenge, a test of 
mathematical reasoning, precision of thought and 
fluency in problem-solving. All participants should 
be proud of their fantastic results, which are the best 
seen by GHS in recent history, with a total of 122 
certificates being awarded across both year groups. 21 
of these awards were Gold, and of these, 17 pupils 
qualified for the Junior Kangaroo and four qualified 
for the Junior Olympiad, the highest follow-on round. 
These qualifiers were Katie, Erin, Amy and Vera, 
who was also awarded the Best in School certificate. 
Congratulations to everyone who took part, and we 
look forward to your continued success in the years 
to come!

Mrs Laura Celiker

SUCCESS AT JUNIOR 
MATHEMATICS CHALLENGE

In February, an elite Lower Sixth Form team consisting 
of Summer, Annabel and Jasmine embarked on the 
M3 Challenge: a daunting challenge in which they 
had 14 hours to complete a set of complex problems 
using their mathematical and coding skills, and report 
their answers in the form of a scientific paper. Despite 
deciding to enter at the last minute and having 
received no prior coaching in preparation for the 
competition from staff, the girls did phenomenally 
well, coming in the top 19% of competitors and 
qualifying for the second round of judging. This is an 
incredible achievement given how fiercely competitive 
the field is, with many of the teams training for years 
to compete. A big congratulations goes out to those 
pupils involved.

Mr Michael Walden

GHS PUPILS IN TOP 20% OF 
M3 MATHS CHALLENGE

In late June, three GHS Year 10 pairs participated 
in the Regional French Debating Competition. The 
topics were particularly thought-provoking and were 
extremely relevant today. Each GHS team qualified 
for the semi-finals which was a huge achievement 
considering how strong the competition was. 
Sunshine and Andrea won their debate against St 
Paul’s, moving them on to the final. In the other 
semi-final we competed against the other GHS team, 
Anita and Esme. It was a thrilling debate that was 
extremely close however we just came out on top. 
The final was an insightful debate that was once again 
exceptionally close, with the judge commenting that 
the spontaneity and quality of French from both teams 
were outstanding. We just edged in front which meant 
that we won the overall competition. We all had such 
an amazing evening, filled with friendly competition 
and felt we had truly progressed as linguists.

Olivia and Clara 

GHS TAKES TOP 3 IN FRENCH 
DEBATING COMPETITION
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On Tuesday 6 July, Frau Igoe organised a cultural visit to 
London for 11 German GCSE and A Level pupils. We 
admired famous German artists at the Tate Modern and 
National Gallery, and had the honour of being the first 
school group in 16 months to visit the Goethe Institut, 
where we enjoyed a private film screening. We finished 
the day with cultural cuisine in Kensington, which gave 
us one last opportunity to thank Frau Igoe for sharing her 
love of Germany’s rich culture with us for so many years. 
Vielen Dank, Frau Igoe – mach’s gut!

Georgia Gardner, Lower Sixth

SIXTH FORM GERMAN DAY OUT 
IN LONDON

Since we have returned to school, Year 7 Classics Club have taken fantastic tours around Ancient Athens 
and Olympia using our VR headsets. We have made cursed Roman missiles, and explored the myths 
behind our astrological star signs, recreating them with cocktail sticks and mini marshmallows! 

To bring the year to a close, we celebrated with a Roman feast. Pupils brought in a variety of food based 
on Roman recipes, as well as several creations in the design of Greek and Roman buildings – particularly 
noteworthy was the amazing Roman Colosseum cake! The pupils have been full of enthusiasm and joy for 
the ancient world, committing time each week to explore a new aspect and discuss their ideas and thoughts. 
It really has been a highlight of the year – well done all! 

Miss Amy Channing 

VIRTUAL TOURS, STAR SIGNS AND A FEAST FOR YEAR 7 IN 
CLASSICS CLUB

This term, pupils from Years 9 and 10 took part in the 
Anthea Bell Prize for Young Translators Competition, 
hosted by Queen’s College, Oxford. The competition 
involved translating a text given in French, Spanish or 
German into English, therefore pupils were required 
to consider carefully the idiomaticity of their writing. 
Out of over 1,000 entries, we are pleased to announce 
that Lila and Arabella in Year 9 were placed as South 
East Winners for French and Spanish respectively, and 
their entries will now be submitted into the national 
competition. 

Miss Melissa Turpie

SOUTH EAST WINNERS AT 
YOUNG TRANSLATORS 
COMPETITON, OXFORD

Earlier this year I decided to challenge myself by 
submitting entries, in both German and Spanish, to the 
ISMLA Original Writing Competition. I thoroughly 
enjoyed expanding my cultural knowledge of the two 
countries through my research and discussion of the 
themes in C.D. Friedrich’s painting ‘Der Wanderer 
über dem Nebelmeer’ and Goya’s ‘La Boda’, as well as 
developing my linguistic skills. It was a lovely surprise 
to find out that I had won the German category for 
my age group, and was commended in Spanish.

Emily

WINNER AT GERMAN 
ISMLA ORIGINAL WRITING 
COMPETITION

2021 saw our best results yet in the Oxford German 
Olympiad. In the Junior School, Theodora won first 
prize and Beatrice and Thea were commended for 
their labelled Alpine drawings. Emily (Year 11) won 
two competitions with a short story about crossing 
the mountains and a graphic novel on the life of 
Sophie Scholl – both written in outstanding German. 
Congratulations to all who took part. 

Mrs Carol Igeo

WINNING ENTRIES AT 2021
OXFORD GERMAN OLYMPIAD 
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As we could not gather in person to celebrate the pupils’ wonderful 
storytelling this year, we held a virtual Prose Fiction Festival. A booklet 
was created with shortlisted pieces; they were superb. Years 7, 8 and 9 
were asked to write ‘Flash Fiction’, a very short story beginning with 
one of two opening lines, ‘The first time that I ever …’ or ‘It had been 
so long since I…’. Each shortlisted writer has taken us in surprising 
and original directions, and developed character and plot in beguiling 
ways in just 200 words. These stories have been selected from over 300 
submissions and were a delight to read. 

The English department was thrilled to welcome back Adam Baron to 
judge the competition. Adam is the author of eight highly acclaimed 
novels, which have been widely translated and adapted for BBC Radio 
4. He holds a PhD in Creative Writing and is Associate Professor of 
this subject too, at Kingston University. His first novel for younger 
readers, Boy Underwater, was named Waterstones Book of the Month, 
and was shortlisted for the Carnegie Award. This was followed by ‘You 
Won’t Believe This’, which was published in June 2019. These novels 
are moving, heart-warming and funny; I highly recommend them. His 
latest novel, ‘This Wonderful Thing’, was published by HarperCollins 
in January, and his next novel, ‘Oscar’s Weekend’, will be published in 
November 2021. 

It is a great honour for any aspiring writer to have your work read by 
an author like Adam; every pupil whose work has been published in the 
booklet should feel incredibly proud. Well done to all who took part 
and to the winners! 

Ms Amy Alkadhi-Gray

PROSE FICTION FESTIVAL 2021: ‘FLASH FICTION’

WINNERS

Year 7 Winner: 
Zainab

Year 7 Runner-up: 
Charlotte 

Year 8 Winner: 
Zara

Year 8 Runner-up: 
Eva

Year 9 Winner: 
Charlotte

Year 9 Runner-up: 
Martha

Honourable mentions:
Eva, Anya, Aliya, Anastasia, Jemma, Grace and Eleanor

Overall winner:
Zara 

A team of Year 9 pupils reached the final of the Design Museum’s Design Ventura 
2020 competition, out of more than 15,000 entries. The annual competition, 
run by the London-based museum, regularly attracts thousands of national and 
international entries. This year, the GHS team were shortlisted for the final. 
The competition brief was for pupils to design a product that would improve 
everyday life and could be sold in the Design Museum Shop for around £10. 
Importantly, products must also make use of sustainable design methods and 
simple manufacturing processes and be targeted at a specific audience. The GHS 
team created a Memphis-style house which acts as a reward chart to help younger 
children engage in activities around the home. The product aims to provide a 
tangible way to track their achievement and can be customised, flat-packed and 
produced from sustainable materials. The judging panel was impressed with their 
“creative” response and felt that it would appeal to the target audience of families as 
something that children and parents could build together and decorate. The team 
travelled to London for the final in July and came third overall, congratulations on 
a brilliant achievement! 

Mrs Jenni Wilkinson

YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS PLACE THIRD IN DESIGN MUSEUM COMPETITION
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FORGING RELATIONSHIPS IN OUR LOCAL COMMUNITY DURING A PANDEMIC

The events of March 2020 and the year that followed altered the landscape of our years’ partnership programme immeasurably. Instead of building relationships 
that would enable our pupils to be visible, out, volunteering as part of our local community, relationships were forged that would enable us to best help those in our 
community. As GHS went into the homes of our pupils, our Science Department packed up and donated their goggles, gloves and remaining hand sanitisers to local 
NHS providers and Mr Chris McGhee designed face shields. A total of 200 were produced and delivered to the Surrey NHS staff. 

As the physical walls of our classrooms came down, we were able to invite pupils from the northern academies in United Learning and local schools to join our online 
lessons. Our teachers were inspiring, our pupils were welcoming and new friendships were forged. In ASPIRE, our pupils began writing letters to some of the elderly in 
our community. This exchange of letters continues today, Year 9 handing over to Year 7 at Christmas.  For all involved this communication has become very important, 
bringing light in dark moments and the outside world to those who have been isolated from friends and family for so long. At home, our pupils became involved in 
their local communities baking cupcakes and making flower arrangements for local people, sewing lavender bags for the elderly, delivering and cooking meals for the 
vulnerable and collectively running hundreds of miles to raise funds for the NHS. At Christmas alongside FoGHS we held a Christmas Games Appeal, our aim was to 
give a gift of a family game to as many of the vulnerable families in the local primary schools we work with as possible.  Incredible generosity from our parent community 
enabled us to give a game to every one of these families and our Junior School girls made cards with a written message to go with each game.  

Our current relationships with local schools are important to us as are forging new ones.  Over summer 2020 we began working with Loseley Fields Primary School in 
Godalming.  In spring of last year Loseley completed the build on their fantastic new Field Study Centre, a purpose built science lab. Fabric of the building complete, 
Mrs Katie Hughes brought her expertise to bear with the fit out and layout of the classroom. This was followed by a series of science knowledge sharing sessions for 
Loseley staff. The sessions proved incredibly useful with learnings being transferred across the curriculum.  A conversation begun virtually, a classroom fitted out virtually 
and a series of workshops designed and delivered virtually. Testament to our new ways of working and what can be achieved. 

As we returned to school forging relationships with local schools meant thinking differently and creatively. In October 2020 we embarked on a new partnership between 
Stoughton Infant School and the GHS Design & Technology department. Each term Stoughton pupils work on a project based on a curriculum goal, and the focus 
for Year 1 in Spring this year was the Polar region. We wanted to bring our Design & Technology expertise to Stoughton and work with their pupils to deliver a polar 
building project. Due to lockdown, it was not possible to carry out the lesson in person so Mrs Jenni Wilkinson, from our Design and Technology department, put 
together a series of arts and crafts resources delivered in a ‘Project Box’ to the Year 1 teachers and children. It was a huge success and a team of Year 9 and 10 GHS pupils 
are now volunteering and supporting Mrs Jenni Wilkinson.  With much enthusiasm, at Easter they created and delivered an array of Easter activities for all in Reception, 
Year 1 and Year 2. This term’s focus has been Victorian beach huts and catapults to protect a castle! At the end of June, 11 of the Year 2s joined us at GHS for a flag 
making workshop. Our Year 9 ‘Project Box’ team were instrumental in its design and delivery. All had a fantastic afternoon. 

As the school year races to its conclusion minds are turning to the new academic year and the opportunities to once more be out, visible, and part of our local community. 

Mrs Jenni Hall, Director of Partnerships
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SPORTS DAY 2021
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OLYMPIC BOBSLEDDER, GREG CLACKETT, JOINS UPPER SIXTH FOR SPORTS AWARDS DINNER 

The Sports Awards 2021 evening was held 
this term to celebrate the Upper Sixth and 
their contribution to school Sport throughout 
their seven years at GHS. 

It was an Olympic-themed evening full 
of colour, which complimented our guest 
speaker Greg Clackett. Greg is currently 
preparing for the 2022 Beijing Winter 
Olympics as a member of the GB Bobsleigh 
team. He delivered an inspirational speech 
about his sporting journey, and we heard 
about the life lessons he learnt along the way. 

The evening was a lovely platform to 
commemorate a truly super seven years of 
Sport at GHS, with a photo presentation of 
the students representing GHS from Year 7 
through to Sixth Form. Using the ‘GHS 8’ 
values, several special awards were created 
and awarded to the students to thank them 
for all their hard work and commitment. 

The Upper Sixth have been an absolute 
delight to coach throughout the years, 
displaying true grit and determination across 
a full range of sports. We look forward to 
hearing about their sporting successes in the 
future.

Mrs Laura McHale 
Olympian, Greg Clackett, with Uppper Sixth students
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BACK ON THE COURTS AND PITCHES FOR UPPER SIXTH THIS TERM IN NETBALL AND 
LACROSSE MATCHES
It was an absolute joy to be able to get back on the netball court and lacrosse pitch this term, allowing the Upper Sixth their first and final competitive matches of the year. 
Our netballers enjoyed their match against Tormead. Sport goes beyond the skill and fitness demonstrated on the court and is the vehicle to which lifelong friendships 
are made: it was lovely be able to enjoy a cream tea together and most fitting that the players from both schools had planned and went on to enjoy their own celebration 
after the match! The lacrosse players were invited to Benenden for a match and BBQ with the hosts. The game allowed for all players still committed to lacrosse to take 
part and enjoy one more blast down the pitch. A real highlight was Annabel scoring her first and only lacrosse goal for GHS; one she scored with the polite support of 
the Benenden defenders and goalkeeper who allowed her this golden opportunity – huge GHS celebrations followed, which was heart-warming to see.

Thank you to all the students in the Upper Sixth who have played competitive netball and lacrosse during their time at GHS, and particularly to those students who have 
played this year and remained committed and enthusiastic through a difficult season. We look forward to welcoming you back to the alumni games next year!

Mrs Harper, Mrs Whybro and Mrs Byrne 

INDOOR ROWING COMPETITION AT GHS

The enthusiasm for indoor rowing this year has been incredible. The number of pupils attending the 
extracurricular club has continued to increase with the training focused towards the National Junior Indoor 
Rowing Championships. Despite the pandemic, this event was postponed to May and moved virtually and 
Mrs Burton continued to run the training sessions with the support of Mrs Morris-Jeffrey and Mrs McHale. 
On Friday 14 May, the Sports Centre social area and balcony turned into an indoor rowing arena, with the 
atmosphere poised for some fast times. All competitors in Years 8 – 12 put in phenomenal performances, with 
particular mention to Lucy Brown and Nena Kang.

Mrs Harper

HORSERIDING THIS TERM

Several dressage and show jumping events have taken 
place this term. In a County Dressage qualifier, the 
team of Niamh, Lulu and Olivia placed sixth and 
consequently have qualified for the Championship 
plate in November. Olivia also placed fifth in the 
elementary test, so qualifies as an individual. Good 
luck to Olivia who is also due to go to the National 
Finals in August at Hickstead. The show jumping team 
of Lucy, Edie and Olivia competed in the Hickstead SJ 
finals in 70cm and were unlucky not to place despite 
riding brilliantly. Well done to all our horse riders this 
term for their hard work and detrmination.  

Mrs Tara Oxley
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GHS ATHLETES PLACE FIRST AND THIRD NATIONALLY AT ESSA TRACK AND FIELD CUP AND 
OTHER AMAZING PERFORMANCES THIS TERM
Despite Covid-19 and rain, we have had a short but 
amazing Summer Term of success. Initial virtual 
competitions were won as well as a fun relays event 
and combined event. We had the pleasure of Dean 
Macey, Commonwealth decathlete, come to give a 
staff INSET on coaching techniques as well as giving 
individual feedback to our top squad athletes. At the 
Surrey Schools Championships, we had many top 
performances which qualified pupils to the English 
Schools National finals. Katie, Arabella, Katie and 
Tilly are selected in 800m, 300m, 1500m and Discus 
respectively. The Junior and Inter teams competed 
in the ESAA Track & Field Cup in one match. The 
Inter team achieved over 500 points for the first 
time and placed third nationally. The Juniors were 
beyond phenomenal and achieved a huge team total 
of 452 points to place top nationally.  At the Regional 
Combined events, Arabella represented the Surrey 
team to compete in a Pentathlon. She was outstanding 
to be crowned champion and lead the Surrey team to 
victory. Biathle (run, swim, run) is the newest multi 
sport for GHS. At the National Individuals in May, 
Robin and Katie fought hard to the line, to place first 
and fourth respectively in U15. Hannah came sixth for 
U13. In June for the National Schools Championships, 
Katie, Robin and Scarlett took all three podium places 
individually and consequently won the U14 team.  

Mrs Tara Oxley

GHS HOLD VERY OWN ISGA VIRTUAL GYMNASTICS EVENT

As all gymnastics competitions were cancelled due to Covid-19, we decided to take up the challenge of performing competitive gymnastics virtually this term, with 
judges coming on screen to mark the gymnasts. It has been a real learning curve for all involved and although there were some glitches, it was so enjoyable and lovely 
for our gymnasts to finally take part in competitions this year. 

Pupils performed an individual set floor and vault along with a new addition of a pairs routine. GHS embraced it whole heartedly and choreographed some stunning 
sequences. In U13, Annabella placed second individually and Keira and Daniela placed third in pairs with Annabella and Louise placing second. In U15, Caitlin placed 
fifth with Helena second; Elena and Scarlett came third and Helena and Tamara came second. In U18, Anna came third individually and Celia and Natalie came fourth 
in pairs. If the ISGA competition had gone ahead and we added all our results up, we would have been the top scoring school overall. A massive congratulations to all 
gymnasts.

Mrs Tara Oxley
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TOP CRICKET SCHOOL IN SURREY WITH TEAMS 
REACHING FOUR SEMI-FINALS AND TWO FINALS

Cricket has exploded at GHS. We have been named in the top 20 all-girls cricketing schools in the 
country! Since the start of September Mr Collins has been running weekly extracurricular cricket 
for Years 8-10 with the support of Katherine Robson from Surrey Cricket. Over the two winter 
terms their skills have developed ahead of the summer season. The Easter Half Term courses for 
Years 7-10 kick-started the season, with over half the year group in Years 7-9 attending intra-
school superleague matches on a weekly basis. This is around 180 pupils playing weekly cricket, 
completely inclusive to any pupil wishing to play. Whilst the sun did not always shine this term, 
the pupils played in great spirits, with the level of cricket improving every week. It was fantastic 
to see pupils also attend the Half Term course hosted at GHS with ex-England Cricketer, Lydia 
Greenway.

After Half Term, the pupils were able to play inter-school fixtures and it was lovely to rotate the 
teams to give opportunities to as many pupils as possible. Our U12 and U14 teams enjoyed a 
day of cricket at the Surrey Cricket Festivals, placing fourth in the U12 competition and bronze 
medalists in the U14s.

In the competitive Surrey Cricket Leagues, Guilford High School entered into both age groups – 
U13 softball and hardball, and U15 softball and hardball. In the U13 softball, GHS progressed 
through to the final of the competition, showing huge promise for future years, with real talent. 
In the U15s, we competed through to the semi-finals in the hardball and all the way to the final in 
softball. The pupils played some inspiring cricket, a particular highlight being seven wickets taken 
in the first three overs of the softball semi-final; a combination of superb bowling and sublime 
catches. 

GHS are the only school in Surrey to have three teams in four semi-finals and two in the final. An 
incredible achievement!

Well done to all pupils who have attended practices and represented the school this summer – you 
have done us proud.

Mrs Harper and Mr Collins

RETURN OF PLAY ON THE TENNIS 
COURTS
The soothing sound of a ball springing off the racket has once again 
been heard on the courts - fixtures officially returned this summer 
and our tennis players were poised and ready having already missed a 
full season. Over 100 girls regularly attended extracurricular training 
throughout the term and we were able to play a range of both league 
and friendly matches. The results were impressive with most of the 
league age groups remaining unbeaten in their surrey matches. The 
future of tennis at GHS looks incredibly bright. 

Mrs Byrne & Miss Foster 



 

 

Carol has worked at GHS for 17 years. She has inspired 
numerous Sixth Formers as Head of Economics and a 
large number of pupils have gone on to study the subject 
at university as a result of her hard work. Being fluent in 

French meant she has also taught the subject at GHS for some time. As two of 
the three members of the ‘Christmas Carols’ in the Year 7 Pantomime videos, 
we had great fun miming along to the phrases of the songs they allocated us, 
always more enthusiasm than talent. Luckily we didn’t actually have to sing! 
Carol and I usually caught up in the Trinity Term during her preparations for 
Prizegiving - a Herculean task that involved organising hundreds of books in 
the right order for presentation to the worthy recipients on the day. I hope 
Carol enjoys her retirement, spending quality time with family and on doing 
the things that she hasn’t really had the time to do over the last few years.

Mrs Carol Benson

 

 

Mrs Yvonne Skene
LIBRARIAN

STAFF RETIREMENTS

Yvonne has worked as the Librarian at GHS for 22 years. 
She has a wonderful sense of humour, is down to earth and 
has a strong moral compass. Her love of books is second 
to none and so many of us have benefitted from the 

welcoming environment she has created in the Library and, of course, her book 
recommendations! We wish Yvonne a long and happy retirement, she will be 
missed by staff and pupils alike.

Mrs Claire Payne

Mr David Cleaver
HEAD OF POLITICS

Mrs Carol Igoe
TEACHER OF LANGUAGES

David is retiring this summer having joined GHS in 2002 and 
led Politics for 13 years with great distinction. David believed 
passionately in the importance of pupils understanding 
Politics. His deep knowledge of the subject enabled him to 

inspire the pupils that he taught at A level, a large number of whom went on 
to study the subject at university. As well as teaching the subject in the Sixth 
Form, he also taught Politics in enrichment sessions lower down the school and 
led numerous school assemblies. His love of rugby also enlivened many lessons, 
and he was always keen to debate the rugby results on a Monday lesson after a 
Six Nations weekend. We wish him a long and happy retirement, and the time 
to enjoy future Lions tours in peace! 

Mr Will Saunders

‘Frau Igoe’ leaves GHS after 14 years teaching German, some 
French and even a little bit of bridge! Her ability to bring 
German culture to life inspired generations of pupils to fall 
in love with German, particularly in the Junior School, and 

in her years as Head of German she cultivated a highly successful trip, centred 
on a new city each year, which often comes up when leavers discuss their GHS 
highlights. The school will be the poorer without Carol’s stories of her German 
adventures! She will be sorely missed by staff and pupils alike and we wish her 
every happiness in her retirement. 

Mrs Róisín Watters and Mr Tom M’Clelland

Mrs Carol Jones
HEAD OF ECONOMICS

 

KEY DATES FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 2021-22 AND 2022-23

MICHAELMAS TERM 2021

Term Starts:    Thursday 2 September
October Half Term:   Monday 18 October - Friday 29 October
Term Ends:    Tuesday 14 December
    (School finishes at 12:00)
INSET Day:   Wednesday 1 September

LENT TERM 2022

Term Starts:   Wednesday 5 January  
February Half Term:  Monday 14 February - Friday 18 February
Term Ends:    Friday 25 March
Entrance Day:  Friday 7 January 
    (No school for pupils in Years 7-11)

TRINITY TERM 2022

Term Starts:    Tuesday 19 April 
May Half Term:   Monday 30 May - Friday 3 June 
Term Ends:    Friday 8 July
    (School finishes at 12:00)
Bank Holiday:  Monday 2 May
Bank Holidays:  Thursday 2 June - Friday 3 June
INSET Day:   Friday 27 May

MICHAELMAS TERM 2022

Term Starts:    Tuesday 6 September
October Half Term:   Monday 24 October - Friday 4 November
Term Ends:    Friday 16 December
    (School finishes at 16:00)
INSET Day:   Monday 5 September

LENT TERM 2023

Term Starts:   Wednesday 4 January  
February Half Term:  Monday 13 February - Friday 17 February
Term Ends:    Friday 24 March
Entrance Day:  Friday 6 January
    (No school for pupils in Years 7-11)

TRINITY TERM 2023

Term Starts:    Monday 17 April
May Half Term:   Monday 29 May - Friday 2 June
Term Ends:    Friday 7 July
    (School finishes at 12:00)
Bank Holiday:  Monday 1 May
INSET Day:   Friday 26 May
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